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FAQ:
Power BI Dashboards

1. Where can we get these dashboards?

You can download the templates from GitHub here. 
You can also interact with the dashboards with mock data here.

2. Will these dashboards be updated or change over time?

Yes, this is an ongoing iterative development project.  As we add more dashboards you can 
regularly check the GitHub repository, contact your Device42 Customer Success rep, or look for 
update emails from us.

3. What new dashboards are planned?

We will be in touch with our customers and partners for suggested new dashboards and updates 
to current dashboards. We will have a regular cadence of updates to meet the needs of our 
users.

4. How can we suggest dashboards for you to add?

Please share your thoughts and feedback with your Device42 Customer Success representative 
or simply email support@device42.com.

5. Will there be any ability to customize the dashboards, or is requesting a new 
dashboard from Device42 the only way to get something new?

The dashboards are templates we have created. You can use the filter options to  
customize the dashboards to your needs. If you need further assistance, you can reach out to 
support@device42.com.

6. How long does it take to go through this configuration and how do we see 
our data in these dashboards?

This can be accomplished pretty quickly without a lot of effort. The entire setup should take 
roughly 10 minutes. 

Please see the ReadMe file to walk you through these specific steps.

https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/tree/master/Device42%20Data%20Insights%20Power%20BI
https://www.device42.com/dashboards/
https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/tree/master/Device42%20Data%20Insights%20Power%20BI
mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=
mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=
https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/blob/master/Device42%20Data%20Insights%20Power%20BI/README.md
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7. I’m interested in learning more about Device42 for IT asset management.  
Do you or will you have a webinar focused on that aspect?

To learn more about using Device42 for asset management as well as for many other use cases, 
join our weekly demos. They happen every Wednesday at 11 AM EST. Sign up at  
https://device42.com/demo. Additionally you can request time with one of our technical people 
to meet with you.

8. Will these dashboards be implemented as widgets for display on the 
Device42 GUI home page?

Yes, some of the context will be incorporated into the product as we look to implement new 
dashboards. We are also using this time to look for feedback on what we have built in Power BI 
to make sure future dashboards consider these interests. If you have any feedback, please reach 
out to your Customer Success representative or contact us at support@device42.com.

9. Is there a dashboard that shows hardware, network topology, and device 
connectivity?

Yes, the Data Insights PBIX file highlights hardware/network connectivity views within the 
Storage Topology tab. This specifically indicates the Storage connectivity between hosts and 
virtual machines and the arrays they are connected to.There is also a service dependency tab 
that focuses on service and service port communication. Communication between physical, 
virtual and cloud devices are visible here. At the moment, there are no dashboards specific to 
network device connectivity, but keep in mind there are pre-built reports within Device42 itself 
that can provide this data. Dashboards can be built with the outputs of these reports.

10.  Is End-of-Service / End-of-Life (EOS/EOL) automatically retrieved  
       from the vendors?

EOS/EOL is not currently retrieved but we are investigating this capability for the future. EOS/
EOL data can be uploaded in bulk via our spreadsheet imports. Device42 maintains an internal 
list of operating system EOS/EOLs that we would be happy to provide to you. Additionally, 
Device42 discovers service contracts (warranties) for various vendors which helps to find this 
information. Details on this capability can be found right on our website:  
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/warranty-autodiscovery/

11.  Could we perform auto-discovery of devices with one of these dashboards?

The dashboards we provide are a result of the data we discover. Device42’s agentless discovery 
leverages several different protocols to collect devices and device components in your 
environment. Some of the protocols we support are: WMI (for Windows), SSH (for Unix/Linux), 
vendor APIs, SMI-S, SNMP, and IPMI. For details around discovery, please visit our website: 
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/

12.  Are these new reports and any visual analytics specifically on  
       application dependencies? 

Yes, the Data Insights PBIX file has data specific to application and service dependencies. There 
is a service dependency tab as well as a Business Applications tab that you can start with. If you 
find anything missing, please let us know via support@device42.com as we encourage feedback.

https://device42.com/demo
https://www.device42.com/contact/
mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/warranty-autodiscovery/
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/
mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=
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13.  How long is the dashboard data available? 

As long as you don’t delete your data in Device42, it will remain available to be used in the 
dashboards. As a best practice, the data should be filtered in the query to display the most 
relevant metrics on a year to year basis.

14.  How often will (for example) CPU data be collected to create the  
       trending lines?

This is a polling interval that can be configured in the various discovery jobs that support this. 
Common settings tend to be around 10 minutes to 30 minutes, depending on the number of 
hosts involved and Device42 resources configured in an environment. Common jobs that collect 
what we refer to as Resource Utilization data (CPU, memory, disk metrics, and network metrics) 
are: Windows, *nix (Unix/Linux), and hypervisor discovery jobs.

15.  I haven’t used Power BI in the past. Is there an easy way to put these 
       dashboards somewhere anyone in the team can access them and not just  
       on my local machine?

Yes, these PBIX files can be placed anywhere, even on a shared drive for others to access. For 
example, these files can be hosted on a file server that has more supporting resources than your 
local machine, and then be made available via a URL or simple access to that share. Here is an 
example of that.

16.  Do you offer any dashboards for vulnerability assessments?

While Device42 does not do vulnerability assessments such as vulnerability scanning, our 
discovery provides a number of data points to help with potential vulnerability awareness 
that can also help remediation efforts. If you look at the CISO Compliance PBIX file, it provides 
insights to commonly exploited ports, certificate expirations, cipher suites, EOL/EOS, and 
internal devices that have inbound and/or outbound connectivity to a public IP. These are just 
some of the many data points that can help serve as a starting point when uncovering specific 
vulnerabilities. 

Our Log4j response was an example of how quickly we can respond to newly discovered risks. 
Within three hours of receiving notification of the risk, we had a dashboard available to help 
identify starting points to facilitate remediation efforts for our customers:  
https://www.device42.com/dashboards/ (see Log4j Compromised Processes in the directory  
for IT Teams)

17.  Do you find any challenges in collecting data across (virtual routing and  
       forwarding) VRF technology?

As long as there is some form of network connectivity, this is not a challenge. To support this, 
Device42 provides Remote Collectors (RC) to help with discovery against segmented networks. 
RCs are lightweight, virtual appliances that perform discovery locally and send data back over 
HTTPS/443 to the Main Appliance (MA). There is also a Windows Discovery Service (WDS), which 
runs on a Windows system and makes WMI queries on behalf of the Linux-based RC and MA to 
route traffic back over HTTPS/443 directly to the RC or MA. 

https://www.device42.com/dashboards/
https://www.device42.com/dashboards/
https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/blob/master/Device42%20Data%20Insights%20Power%20BI/CISO-Compliance.pbix
https://www.device42.com/dashboards/
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support@device42.com

If you would like to learn more or have any more questions,
feel free to reach out to: 
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18.  If the Device42 data from ODBC takes time to sync with the Power BI  
       dashboard, is there a workaround to speed the process?

One workaround is to ensure these files are stored on a server (ex: file server) with better 
computer and network resources rather than a local machine such as a workstation or laptop. 

Another workaround for this would be to extract the data you’d like to add in a dashboard to a 
CSV file and then import this file directly to Power BI, avoiding the ODBC connection completely. 
We provide a number of DOQL (Device42 Object Query Language) queries and are happy to 
tweak any of these if needed:  
https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/tree/master/Recommended%20DOQL

19.  Does Device42 provide metrics on CPU usage?

Yes, this is part of our Resource Utilization module which allows us to perform polling intervals 
throughout the day to understand resource metrics such as: CPU usage, memory usage, disk 
metrics, network metrics, etc. Here is some further documentation around this:  
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/resource-utilization-overview/. Also remember that 
you can reach out to or info@device42.com to engage with our team.

20.  How do you find dev and test environments with Device42?

Test and development environments can be discovered the same way we recommend 
discovering your production environments by scanning CIDR blocks, IP ranges, IPs, or hostnames. 
With a field known as service level, customers can apply a value during the discovery job or post 
discovery to define the service level of this device (ex: production, test, QA, dev, etc.). This allows 
customers to easily filter the data via the UI and reports. 

21.  Does Device42 script or capture the date and time of the last reboot of  
       a device?

Great question! Device42 doesn’t currently provide this information out-of-the-box. However, 
you can use a custom field and create a script with our API to upload this value to the system. 
We would also encourage you to send us a note via support@device42.com, so that we can 
understand the use case around this and its business value.

mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=
https://github.com/device42/DOQL_scripts_examples/tree/master/Recommended%20DOQL
https://docs.device42.com/auto-discovery/resource-utilization-overview/
mailto:info%40device42.com?subject=
mailto:support%40device42.com?subject=

